
Call for long-term EVS volunteers in Sharr mountain, Kosovo 

Mountain spirit – Strategic EVS for Nature Conservation 

 

About the project 

Mountain spirit – Strategic EVS for Nature Conservation is a project involving several EVS short and 

long-term volunteer exchanges in Croatia, Kosovo, Serbia and Bulgaria. It aims at combining efforts of 

international volunteers and local people from mountainious/rural areas for nature conservation 

activities in protected areas or species.  

The idea is to uncover invisible links between places and their inhabitant creatures, to take our 

responsibilities as humans towards all forms of life without forgetting to listen and learn from 

nature within and around.  

To discover the spirits of mountains in the Balkans with preserved nature where bears, and wolves 

roam through the wilderness, where there are still waters running freely, where people are 

resilient.  

The spirits of Velebit mountain, Croatia; Sharr mountain, Kosovo; Frushka gora, Serbia and Pirin 

mountain, Bulgaria. The spirit of the Bears…. 

Spirits which are also exposed to threats of destruction, exploitation and loss of the invisible connections 

that link all of us into one living system.  

We believe that with small but consistent efforts another way is possible where people are not on the 

top, but rather live a peaceful co-existence with nature and themselves.  

The project aims at evaluating existing and creating new volunteer programs where volunteers’ feedback 

and suggestions will be expected. Involvement from the EVS will be as well encouraged into performing a 

critical review on the effectiveness and impact from volunteer activities performed so far for protection 

of endangered species and habitats.  

About the volunteer exchanges 

Short-term volunteer exchanges in 2018: 

 Croatia – Kuterevo Bear Refuge, Velebit Mountain (12 volunteers for 59 days) 

 Kosovo – National Park Sharr Mountain (12 volunteers for 30 days) 

 Kosovo – Prishtina Bear Sanctuary (14 volunteers for 15 days) 

 Serbia – National Park Frushka Gora (12 volunteers for 15 days) 

 Bulgaria – Nature School Vlahi, Pirin mountain (10 volunteers for 20 days) 

 

Long-term volunteer exchanges in 2018 and 2019 

 Croatia – Kuterevo Bear Refuge (3 volunteers for 8 months) (German speaking volunteers 

preferred) 

 Kosovo -  National Park Sharr Mountain (2 volunteers for 6 months) 

 

 

Mountain spirit – Strategic EVS in 

Nature Conservation  

is co-funded by Erasmus+. 



Call for  

Long-term EVS in Sharr mountain, Kosovo 

April-September 2018 

 

About us 

The project involves activities in mountains spread from West to East in the Balkans. Velebit Association 

Kuterevo, Croatia; GAIA Kosovo;  Vlahi Nature School and CVS Bulgaria have been working together 

for some years now, aiming at making strong connections between people through learning from and 

acting for nature in the Balkans.  

The Spirit of Kuterevo Refuge for Bears and People served as inspiration for the current project which 

involves new partners such as Birds Protection and Study Society of Serbia and Four Paws, Kosovo. 

For 40 years now Kuterevo has been a place where young people can learn and volunteer by being close 

to nature, bears, local people and their traditions. Thus experiencing and creating the Kuterevo Spirit. 

We believe each place has its uniqueness and its messages to be listened to and respected, therefore 

exploring and developing its own spirit.  

About Sharr  

As every mountain Sharr has its own spirit and her story can be heard by anyone ready to listen. Glacial 

lakes and cirque will tell you about prehistoric times; large carnivores (bears, wolves and lynx) don’t 

recognize state borders of Kosovo, Macedonia, Albania; the chamoix and the vulture have a unique view 

on the world from the rocky peaks; the alpine pastures keep the memory of numerous herds of sheep.  

Nowadays, a part of the mountain is designated as a National Park in Kosovo and local people are 

pressuring for the same form of protection in Macedonia. Sharr mountain is rich of waters, medicinal 

herbs and butterflies. It is home to hundreds endemic for the Balkan species.  

https://kuterevo.wordpress.com/
https://kuterevo.wordpress.com/
https://gaiakosovo.wordpress.com/
http://vlahi.org/
http://cvs-bg.org/
http://pticesrbije.rs/about-us/?lang=en
http://www.vier-pfoten.org/en/projects/bears/bear-sanctuary-prishtina/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/kuterevobears/photos/?tab=album&album_id=492290997471207


GAIA has been organizing youth exchanges and volunteer activities in Sharr, in Brezovica, Kosovo for 

some years. Young people from the region and Europe have been getting to know and exploring the 

mountain, the challenges it is facing and the people living here. In the summer of 2017 the first edition of 

a small and unique for Kosovo nature gathering took place in the ski resort Brezovica. BREfest (stories, 

videos) brought people from diverse local communities, attracted visitors from the region and involved 

international volunteers for 3 days of exchange, sharing, discussions and entertainment. 

The current and future EVS in Sharr mountain aim at encouraging nature conservation activities, learning 

from the local people, voicing concerns about the future of this powerful but yet vulnerable place. 

Cooperation with the National park and other institutions is to be fostered, however, developing 

volunteer activities is a way to take our own responsibility towards preserved and respected nature.  

 

 

Examples of Tasks/Activities 

 Exploring the mountain and documenting biodiversity and landscapes: 

o Hikes with local guides searching for tracks and traces of animal life 

o Camera traps setting and checking 

o Plants research 

o Support activities of the National park 

 Participating in the creation of future volunteer programs in Sharr 

 Organizing clean-up actions 

 Leading workshops on nature conservation 

 Interviewing people and collecting stories 

 Participating in organization of BREfest 2018 

 Taking part in GAIA’s intensive summer international volunteer programs in Sharr and in Kosovo 

 

Learning opportunities: 

 About biodiversity, landscapes; methods for researching; conservation measures 

 About protected areas, local and international legislation 

 Developing abilities in communication in Serbian language 

 Living in a small mountain community 

 Living with international volunteers; learning from each other; sharing; awareness about 

sustainability in everyday life 

 Experience life in the Balkans with all its charms and challenges 

 How to deal with problems and solutions 

https://gaiakosovo.wordpress.com/
https://gaiakosovo.wordpress.com/brefest-stories-from-volunteers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msSwo2U9EVQ&list=PLpdtRakPTQqbN1Ln30oYMnaqWVWntazi7&index=4


 

 

Practicalities: 

Duration: April – September 2018 (6 months)  

Age: between 18 and 30 years 

Country of residency: Erasmus+ program countries 

Accommodation: In a shared house with other volunteers in Shtrpce municipality, Kosovo. 

Food: The volunteers will receive 125 EUR per month, received in the beginning of each month 

Pocket money: 3 EUR per day, received 

in the beginning of each month 

Insurance: The volunteer will be 

insured by the CIGNA insurance plan  

Local transport: public transport, bike 

Language support: books provided, 

classes with local teacher 

Travel to the EVS venue: up to 335 EUR 

(depending on the country of origin of 

the volunteer), the environmental way of 

travelling (train, bus, etc.) is strongly 

encouraged 

Profile of the volunteer: 

We can imagine that interested volunteers are 
 mountain and nature lovers; people, who like to be outside;  
 the project might be particularly engaging for students in natural sciences (biology, forestry, 

veterinary medicine etc.) 
 previous experience with activities, related to nature protection is welcome but not obligatory;  
 some skills in photography and video could contribute to documenting the activities 
 initiative and independent; flexible; ability to work in a team; with communication skills, open 

for learning new things, ready to step outside of the comfort zone;  
 English speaking and willingness to learn local language  
 

How to apply: 

Fill in the google form (link here) choosing “6-month long EVS in Sharr Mountain (Kosovo)” and send 

your CV and specific motivation letter to gaia.kosovo@gmail.com. 

Deadline: February 18th 2018 

What to expect What not to expect 

Simple living conditions 

Sharing space with other volunteers 

Discovering local way of life, food, customs 

Walking, hiking even in bad weather  

Time and dedication to research 

Vegetarian food 

Self-initiative 

Inspiration 

Water and electricity cuts 

Living in a big city  

Unlimited access to resources (shopping 

centers, unseasonal food…) 

Tourism 

 

https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/participating-countries#Programme Countries
https://goo.gl/forms/fk07T122zHa9NhN42
mailto:gaia.kosovo@gmail.com

